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Air pollutant sinks on noise barriers: where do they perform the best?

Amitosh Dasha,∗, Gerrit E. Elsingaa,∗∗

aLaboratory for Aero and Hydrodynamics, Faculty of Mechanical, Maritime and Materials Engineering, Delft University of Technology,
Mekelweg 2, 2628CD, Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract

While laboratory experiments, numerical simulations as well as field tests have underlined the influence of noise barriers

in dispersing vehicular emissions and reducing downwind peak concentrations, these pollutants still remain in the atmo-

sphere. Artificial pollutant sinks (for example, particle capturing or toxic gas treating devices) installed on top of noise

barriers can further alleviate this problem by eliminating the pollutants passing through it. However, it is not known

how the installation of a semi-permeable pollutant sink affects the aerodynamics of the pollutants’ flow. By finding an

optimal position and orientation for these sinks, the mass of pollutants reaching the sink inlet can be maximized. Scaled

down water tunnel experiments have been used to investigate the effectiveness of installing such a pollutant sink, of fixed

dimensions, on top of a noise barrier adjacent to a highway. It is found that installing a sink is more beneficial on top of

shorter barriers and that vertically elevating the sink slightly can enhance its pollutant capturing performance. Using a

sink in a ‘highway canyon’ (two noise barriers placed symmetrically with respect to the highway) must be done cautiously

as there are several flow regimes observed, which are sensitive not only to the canyon aspect ratio (ratio between canyon

width and height), but also to the presence/absence of the sink. The results here not only demonstrate the effectiveness

of installing pollutant sinks on noise barriers, but also provide ballpark estimates on the optimal placement, orientation

and performance of these devices, prior to field tests or even large-scale installation.

Keywords: Air pollutant sinks, Laboratory scale experiments, Pollutant dispersion, Noise barrier, Highway canyon

1. Introduction

Air pollution has been a known perpetrator of reduced

lifespans (World Health Organization (2006b)) for many

decades now, primarily by triggering respiratory and car-

diovascular diseases (Brunekreef & Holgate (2002)). Of5

the various constituents of air pollutants, a major com-

ponent is Particulate Matter (PM). Particulate matter

can be further categorized based on particle diameter

into coarse (PM10), fine (PM2.5) and ultrafine particles

(PM0.1), where the subscript refers to the aerodynamic10
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diameter of the particle in µm. Both, long term and short

term exposure to these particles leads to increased mor-

tality (Pope III et al. (2002), Pope III & Dockery (2006),

Anderson et al. (2012)).

A major contributor to outdoor particulate matter is15

vehicular emissions (Morawska et al. (2008)). Increased

urbanization is leading to the rise of rural-urban fringes,

which often contain highways (Hamers et al. (2009), Na-

bielek et al. (2013)). The above combination leads to in-

creased concentration of particulate matter in the urban20

areas closer to the source, i.e near highways and arterial

roads (Morawska et al. (2008), Keuken et al. (2013)).

In order to reduce the repercussions of air pollutants on

health, air quality standards were put forth (World Health
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Organization (2006a)), which in the Netherlands led to the25

inception of the Dutch Air Quality Innovation Program.

Several solutions to mitigate air pollution were proposed

and tested, one of which was the addition of Noise Barri-

ers (NBs) next to highways (Innovatieprogramma Luchtk-

waliteit (2009), Hooghwerff et al. (2010)).30

Field studies (Baldauf et al. (2008), Bowker et al. (2007),

Baldauf et al. (2016), Lee et al. (2018)) have shown that,

with the exception of a few wind conditions, a NB has

a positive impact in reducing downstream pollutant con-

centrations. Schulte et al. (2014) attribute the positive35

influence of the NB not only to the lifting of the emis-

sions induced by the NB, but also to the additional tur-

bulence around it, leading to better mixing of the pollu-

tants. These conclusions have been reinforced by similar

results observed in laboratory-scale measurements (Heist40

et al. (2009), Steffens et al. (2014), Pournazeri & Prince-

vac (2015)) as well as numerical simulations (Hagler et al.

(2011), Steffens et al. (2013), Schulte et al. (2014)).

There are several factors influencing the pollution dis-

persion around a NB (for example, atmospheric stability45

and roadway configuration). The topography upstream of

the NB is expected to be critical as well. Street canyons

display several different flow regimes depending on the

geometry of the canyon, which subsequently affects the

pollutant dispersion from the highway. The three flow50

regimes demarcated by Oke (1988) are: the isolated rough-

ness flow regime, the wake interference regime and the

skimming flow regime. These were shown to be strongly

dependent on the canyon aspect ratio (ARcanyon) i.e. the

ratio between canyon width (wcanyon) and canyon height55

(hcanyon). Similarly, a highway canyon can be formed via

two NBs (in place of two buildings which form a street

canyon). Ahangar et al. (2017) showed that an additional

upwind NB further enhances the impact of the down-

stream NB.60

NBs are capable of dispersing the air pollutants, leading

to significant reductions in peak concentrations of harm-

ful substances. However, they do not eliminate the pol-

lutants. One possible solution is the installation of artifi-

cial semi-permeable pollutant sinks on top of these NBs,65

which can capture or treat the pollutants. These are

permeable enough to allow for the passage of the pol-

luted air, but not too permeable to let the pollutants pass

through uncollected. One such example is the ‘Open Air

Line ESP’ (Antea group Nederland (2016), Alfonsi et al.70

(2013)). The acronym ESP stands for Electrostatic Precip-

itator. Corona discharge from high voltage wires charges

the incoming particulate matter, which then settle onto

the grounded plates, after being driven by the internal

electrostatic fields. There are two associated efficiencies75

with such a device: (i) the collection efficiency (ηcollection),

given by the mass of particles captured (ṁcollected) as a

percentage of the mass entering (ṁsink), and (ii) the aero-

dynamic efficiency (ηaerodynamic), defined as the mass of

pollutants reaching the inlet (ṁsink) as compared to the80

mass emitted at the highway (ṁemitted). To this end, the

overall efficiency (ηtotal) can be described by:

ηtotal = ηcollection ·ηaerodynamic =
ṁcollected
ṁsink

· ṁsink
ṁemitted

(1)

Information about the collection efficiency can be ob-

tained through tests under controlled environments. How-

ever, quantifying the aerodynamic efficiency is a more85

complicated task, which is the focus of the current study.

In the remainder of the article, the aerodynamic efficiency

shall be denoted simply by η.

An analogy between the semi-permeable artificial pol-

lutant sinks and vegetation can be drawn. These too not90

only affect the aerodynamics of the emissions dispersion,

but also remove the pollutants (Janhäll (2015)). Vegeta-

tion can be employed independently to create a porous

barrier, or can also be used in tandem with NBs. Most

studies on the influence of vegetation on air quality are95

either field studies or numerical simulations, owing to the

complexity in maintaining the similarity criteria for the
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vegetation. Scaling down of vegetation for laboratory-

scale experiments involves maintaining similar permeabil-

ity, which here is fulfilled via the pressure loss coefficient100

(Gromke (2011)). A summary of factors affecting the effec-

tiveness of roadside vegetative barriers is given by Baldauf

(2017).

There are fewer studies which look into the combined

effect of a NB and vegetation. Field studies (Bowker et al.105

(2007), Baldauf et al. (2008), Lee et al. (2018)) show that

the addition of vegetation enhances the removal of ultra-

fine particle concentrations away from a highway. This

combination is often formed by having a taller vegetation

barrier behind (opposite side from the road) a NB. ‘Green110

walls’ (climbing vegetation growing on the NB surface)

may improve the local air quality (Pugh et al. (2012)). The

geometry with vegetation and a solid surface, most closely

resembling the configuration studied here, is a ‘green roof’

(Baik et al. (2012)), which too may improve local air qual-115

ity under certain wind conditions.

While the impact of NBs on air pollution dispersion

has been studied in depth, the effect of adding a semi-

permeable ‘pollutant sink’ on top remains unclear. The

only existing directly related study, to the best of the au-120

thors’ knowledge, is Alfonsi et al. (2013), where the aero-

dynamics of the pollutant sink was studied in a simplified

manner via flow visualization experiments. Large-eddy

simulations were performed too, but it was assumed that

the pollutant sink did not affect the flow. Nevertheless,125

these studies provided initial hints on the optimal place-

ment of the pollutant sinks. In addition, there are no

studies with vegetation installed in this configuration (i.e.

growing on top of NBs). Thus, before the large-scale in-

stallation of pollutant sinks along kilometres of highways,130

it is imperative that a controlled, quantitative study be

performed to obtain better and more realistic ballpark es-

timates about the aerodynamic performance of the pollu-

tant sinks.

This experimental study aims to understand the aerody-135

NLNL

Figure 1: A schematic demonstrating the problem statement simu-

lated via scaled down experiments. Shown here is the phenomenon

of air pollutant dispersion at a typical rural-urban transition. The

wind is blowing from left to right. Regions A and C correspond to

the highway and the downstream urban area, respectively. Region

B has a NB with a semi-permeable pollutant sink on top, which can

either capture or treat certain pollutants. Objects are not drawn to

scale.

namic impact of installing a pollutant sink on top of a NB

located adjacent to a highway at a rural-urban fringe. The

problem statement is also illustrated in Figure 1, where the

NB and the sink are submerged in a turbulent Atmospheric

Boundary Layer (ABL). More specifically, it is desired to140

reveal the configurations under which the pollutant sink

performs most favourably. Here, the aerodynamic per-

formance of the sink is defined as the percentage of the

emitted highway pollution that is convected through the

device (Equation (1)). Simultaneous planar Particle Image145

Velocimetry (PIV) and planar Laser Induced Fluorescence

(LIF) measurements have been performed and the results

near the NB are used to quantify the aerodynamic perfor-

mance. The parameters considered are restricted to the

NB height, vertical displacement of the sink with respect150

to the NB and different aspect ratios of highway canyons.

The favourable configurations can then be used as initial

guidelines for the installation of pollutant sinks near high-

ways, in order to make the most of the investment.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows.155

The techniques involved in setting up the experiments as

well as the definition of ‘Aerodynamic efficiency’ of the sink

are put forth in Section 2. This is followed by Section 3,

where the effect of the aforementioned parameters on the
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aerodynamic performance of the sink are shown. Further-160

more, the interpretation of the results from the simplified

model are put in perspective with respect to the real at-

mospheric conditions. Finally, the major findings of this

study along with possible future directions are summarized

in Section 4.165

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Components of the setup

The experiments were performed in a horizontal, recir-

culating, closed-loop water tunnel located at the Labora-

tory for Aero- and Hydrodynamics, in the Delft Univer-170

sity of Technology. The inlet is preceded by a set of flow

straighteners with the flow turbulence intensities at the

inlet being less than 1%. The water tunnel has a width

of approximately 60.0 cm, while the water level, with the

tunnel dormant, was maintained at approximately 63 cm175

from the bottom of the water channel, for all the experi-

ments. The side walls of the water tunnel are built from

plexiglass allowing for optical access.

The experimental setup utilized is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2. The different components are assessed below. A180

false floor with dimensions 450 × 60 cm2 was mounted 17

cm above the bottom of the water channel. Being closer

to the centerplane of the contraction outlet, the incom-

ing flow on the false floor is expected to have fewer inho-

mogeneities. It also allows for the installation of the line185

source. Triangular spires were installed 42 cm downstream

of the sharp leading edge of the false bottom while an ad-

ditional barrier with a height of 2 cm was placed approxi-

mately 12 cm upstream of the spires. This combination led

to the development of an ABL in the water channel. Fur-190

ther details of the triangular spires can be found in Eisma

(2017). The spanwise layout of the spires was 6.5-12.5-

18.5-11.5-11, with the first and last numbers representing

the distance between a spire and the adjacent side wall,

in cm. While not studied here, a spanwise inhomogeneity195

in the mean velocity of 7.5% exists for a slightly different

layout of spires: 10.5-11-17-11-10.5 (Eisma (2017)). The

design for the spires is inspired by the work of Irwin (1981).

The neutrally stratified ABL was characterized 340 cm

downstream of the spires, at a mean freestream velocity200

(U∞) of 0.74 m/s. For a flow without spires, an accelera-

tion parameter of 2 × 10-8 was reported (Eisma (2017)).

The mean velocity profile (u) along the wall-normal direc-

tion (z) in both, outer and inner scaling, as well as the root

mean square velocity fluctuation profiles (u', w') along the205

wall-normal direction are summarized in Figure 2. This

data has been obtained by considering velocity vectors,

measured using PIV, over a streamwise length of 16.8 cm.

An ABL with a height (δ99) of nearly 30 cm is attained.

From the inner scaling, a good agreement with log-law fit210

of Karman is observed between the wall-normal coordi-

nates of 300 and 3000 in inner scaling. The average ratio

between the wall-normal and streamwise velocity fluctu-

ations (w'and u' respectively), over the entire height is

0.60, while a value of 0.52 is expected theoretically near215

the ground (Teunissen (1970)). Similarly, fluctuation in-

tensities of approximately 6.5% and 3% are obtained near

the ground (floor), for the streamwise and wall-normal ve-

locity components respectively, which is lesser than the

expected values of 8.5% and 4.4%. It was seen that the220

measured turbulence intensities in the current study were

suppressed with respect to a canonical boundary layer by

approximately 20% (Alfredsson & Örlü (2010)). These

deficits and inaccuracies may be attributed to the low spa-

tial resolution (2.4 mm separation between the velocity225

vectors) of the PIV measurements (Lavoie et al. (2007)).

Scaled down experiments to study atmospheric pollu-

tion dispersion have been employed for several decades and

similarity satisfaction criteria have already been summa-

rized in depth (Snyder (1972), Meroney (2004), Tominaga230

& Stathopoulos (2016)). A relevant dimensionless num-

ber for pollution dispersion experiments is the Reynolds

number (based on surface-mounted obstacle height and

4
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Figure 2: A schematic of the experimental setup along with (photo)graphs of the actual components (labelled A-E). Objects are not drawn

to scale. The convention for the coordinate axes (x and z) is shown as well. A - The barrier and triangular spires used to simulate the ABL.

B - Characteristics of the simulated ABL in, both, outer and inner scaling (placed on the left and right respectively). In the outer scaling,

, and represent the streamwise mean, streamwise fluctuating and wall-normal fluctuating velocity components respectively. In

the inner scaling, and represent the current data and the log-law fit respectively. The superscript + refers to the inner scaling. C -

The test section illuminated by the thin laser sheet consisting of the line source (in pink), the NB and the pollutant sink. These are mounted

on the ground or the false floor. The holder which connects the sink to a traverse mechanism is located 5 cm behind the measurement plane,

thus minimizing its influence. Two cameras, one for measuring velocities and the other for measuring scalar concentrations, are used. D -

A closer look at the structure of the pollutant sink model, the dimensions of which are summarized in Table 1. The surface highlighted in

orange faces the incoming flow.

freestream velocity). Based on the findings of Castro

(1979), this number should exceed 5000 in order to en-235

sure the presence of a Reynolds number independent flow

regime, which is satisfied in the current experiments. Since
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most atmospheric flows are aerodynamically rough, it is

also ensured that the Reynolds number based on the fric-

tion velocity and roughness length exceeds 2.5 (Snyder240

(1972)). The model NBs used are L-shaped aluminium

bars, which are installed approximately 350 cm down-

stream of the inlet. It was desired that the models for

the NB and the sink were always submerged under 40% of

the ABL height, owing to the intermittent nature of the245

turbulent ABL. This criterion has also been recently used

by Karra et al. (2017). Thus, NB heights (hNB) of 10, 20,

30, 35 and 50 mm are selected. The models used in the cur-

rent experiments are largely based on those used in Eisma

(2017). An effort is made to create a near two-dimensional250

flow, i.e. trying to minimize spanwise inhomogeneities, by

having the model NBs span the entire width of the water

channel.

The highway emissions are modelled by a line source

located 21 mm upstream of the NB. The source consists255

of a porous metal plate with dimensions 10 × 400 mm2

(Lx × Ly) located on top of a small settling chamber with

cross-sectional dimensions 10 × 20 mm2 (Lx × Lz). Dye

is injected at nine discrete points below the porous plate

via hoses of equal length connected to a 4-axle syringe260

pump system (neMESYS, Cetoni GmbH). This ensures a

homogeneous pressure distribution below the porous plate

and aids the uniform injection of dye. Furthermore, the

settling chamber is filled with kitchen sponge to break up

the jets at each of the nine discrete injection points and265

homogenize the output profile. The source is submerged

in the false floor such that the porous top surface of the

source is flush with the floor. A dilute solution (20 mg/L)

of a fluorescent dye is diffused into the flow through the

porous top surface of the source at a constant volumet-270

ric flow rate of 4.5 mL/s. This corresponds to a vertical

injection velocity of 1.1 mm/s or 0.15% of the freestream

velocity. It is essential that the above velocity be as low

as possible, as vehicular emissions are directed predomi-

nantly horizontally. For modeling purposes, Isyumov &275

Ramsay (1995) state that the source strength can be ex-

aggerated without altering the flow environment or the

mixing process. While the NB spans the entire width of

the water channel, it is not the case with the line source.

However, the release of dye from the line source was found280

to be uniform near the centerline of the water channel, by

visual inspection (Eisma (2017)). Further details of the

line source can be found in Eisma (2017) and Tomas et al.

(2017).

The model for the pollutant sink was inspired by the285

product ‘Open Air Line ESP’, whose working has been

summarized by the creators (Antea group Nederland

(2016)). Basically, the sink model is a duct with verti-

cal wires mimicking the internal structure of an ESP. The

external and internal dimensions of the model pollutant290

sink are determined in a manner, so that the pressure loss

coefficient of the model sink is of similar order of magni-

tude as that of the real ESP. The drag coefficient was es-

timated experimentally by making velocity measurements

using a pitot-static tube, upstream and downstream of the295

sink model. This approach is similar to that employed

by Gromke (2011) for modelling vegetation. The sink

model showed a drag coefficient of approximately 0.24 at

a Reynolds number (based on freestream velocity and sink

height in water) of 9200, which is close to the estimated300

value for the device prototype (≈ 1 m high) exposed to a

mean wind speed of 3 m/s. The model sink was suspended

on top of the NB, with its centerline in line with the cen-

terline of the water channel, using a traverse mechanism

which allowed for translation in the vertical (wall-normal)305

direction. A holder connects the traverse mechanism to

the sink. It is desired that the traverse mechanism and

the holder have minimal interference on the flow entering

the sink. To that end, the holder is located 5 cm away

from the centerline of the model sink (i.e. 5 cm behind310

the measurement plane) while the traverse mechanism is

located 6 cm downstream of the trailing edge of the sink.

The dimensions of the model sink are also summarized in
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Table 1.

Table 1: Dimensions of the model sink in mm. lsink, wsink and hsink

are the length, width and height respectively. d, sT and sL are the

wire diameter, transverse pitch of the wire mesh and longitudinal

pitch of the wire mesh respectively.

lsink wsink hsink d sT sL

200.0 17.54 11.71 1 10 2.5

Simultaneous planar PIV and planar LIF was employed315

in the current measurements, to obtain fluid velocities and

dye concentrations in the mid-plane of the tunnel con-

taining the streamwise and wall-normal directions. The

field of view (approximately 15 × 10 cm2) was illuminated

by a twin-cavity double pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-320

Physics Quanta Ray). For PIV, the flow was seeded with

10 µm Sphericell tracer particles. Images were captured

by a Flowmaster Imager Intense camera with a digital res-

olution of 1376 × 1040 pixels, which was equipped with a

Nikkor f35 mm lens (at an aperture number of 5.6) as325

well as a 550 nm shortpass green color filter (to minimize

the contamination by the signal from the fluorescent dye).

A second combination of the same camera and lens (also

maintained at an aperture number of 5.6, albeit with a

590 nm longpass red color filter in front) was used for the330

planar LIF experiments. Rhodamine WT was used as the

fluorescent dye to simulate the passive scalar (i.e. pollu-

tants). This dye has an absorption peak at 558 nm and

emission peak at 582 nm (Wilson et al. (1986)). While

the PIV camera looked straight at the region of interest,335

the LIF camera was at a small angle of approximately 5◦

with respect to the measurement plane normal. In addi-

tion, both the cameras had a slight vertical inclination. All

images were acquired and processed using the commercial

software DaVis 8.4.0. The PIV images were further pro-340

cessed using a multi-pass interrogation technique, where

the final windows had a size of 16 × 16 pixels, with 50%

overlap between the neighbouring windows. No calibra-

tion was performed for the planar LIF experiments, i.e.

greyscale intensities of the dye (I) were not converted to a345

concentration value. However, as will be shown later, this

is not expected to influence the quantities of interest. Fur-

thermore, no image dewarping operation was performed on

the planar LIF images as the viewing angle of the camera

was small. While the fluorescent dye intensity was avail-350

able at a spacing corresponding to nearly 0.1 mm, the

velocity vector spacing was approximately 0.8 mm (corre-

sponding to nearly 60lη, where lη is an estimate for the

Kolmogorov scale). Image pairs were taken every 0.2 s

(more than twice the estimated integral time scale), i.e.355

consecutive velocity-scalar fields were statistically uncor-

related. Each experiment consisted of 150 flow fields. Fur-

ther data processing was performed using Matlab R2017a,

where information from the coarser PIV grid was interpo-

lated onto the finer LIF grid using the cubic spline method.360

Background images were also captured before and after

each set of experiments, which allowed for the correction

of the accumulation of dye in the background of the water

channel, via background subtraction.

2.2. Aerodynamic efficiency evaluation365

A quantity of interest for the current study is the aero-

dynamic efficiency of the sink (η). The aerodynamic ef-

ficiency is defined as the concentration flux entering the

pollutant sink, i.e. the scalar flux through the surface A in

Figure 3, relative to that leaving the entire cross-section370

above the NB. The latter corresponds to the scalar flux

through the surface B in Figure 3, which includes surface

A and, on average, is equal to the emission rate from the

source. Surface A is fixed to the sink (i.e. it moves up if

the sink moves up), while B always spans from the NB top375

to the upper bound of the field of view. The aerodynamic

efficiency can be expressed mathematically as:

η =

∫ T

0

∫
A
cu dz dt∫ T

0

∫
B
cu dz dt

≈
∫ T

0

∫
A
βIu dz dt∫ T

0

∫
B
βIu dz dt

=

∫ T

0

∫
A
Iu dz dt∫ T

0

∫
B
Iu dz dt

(2)
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where c is the scalar concentration, u is the horizon-

tal velocity component (normal to the surfaces A and B),

and β is a calibration coefficient assuming a linear relation380

between the scalar concentration and the dye intensity (af-

ter background subtraction). Furthermore, β is assumed

constant. T is the total duration of the experiment.

Figure 3: Definition of the aerodynamic efficiency of the pollutant

sink. Shown in this figure are the instantaneous velocity vectors as

well as contours of the normalized instantaneous dye intensity. In-

tensities are normalized by Iexperiment, which is the spatio-temporal

mean intensity from a single experiment. Only every sixth vector in

each direction is shown for clarity. The ground is depicted in black

with the location of the embedded line source in pink. The area in

light green is the NB while the area in light blue is the pollutant sink.

Velocity vectors in the light green and light blue patches are the vec-

tors corresponding to those downstream of the NB and the pollutant

sink respectively. Shown also are the rectangular areas, A and B

(in yellow and blue respectively), used to evaluate the aerodynamic

efficiency.

Calibration curves from the study of Eisma (2017), us-

ing a similar setup, indicate that calibration coefficients in385

regions of homogeneous laser intensity are indeed nearly

identical. Furthermore, a linear behaviour between flu-

orescence intensity and concentration has been seen for

Rhodamine WT (Alméras et al. (2016)) for concentrations

up to 50 mg/L. Another concern in planar LIF measure-390

ments, that was first introduced and quantified by Vander-

wel & Tavoularis (2014), is the presence of secondary flu-

orescence (fluorescing of out-of-plane dye excited by light

emitted by in-plane fluoresced dye). It has been shown

that secondary fluorescence may contribute up to 50% of395

the total signal. Baj et al. (2016) have proposed a calibra-

tion procedure which allows the local amount of secondary

fluorescence to be determined. Their results indicate that

the percentage contribution of secondary fluorescence to

the total fluorescence does not vary strongly in space. This400

would mean that secondary fluorescence would not signifi-

cantly affect the aerodynamic efficiency, which is based on

relative concentration values (Equation (2)).

Thus, the second equality in Equation (2) may also be

utilized as an accurate measure of the aerodynamic effi-405

ciency. The quantity ‘Iu’ (product of dye intensity and

streamwise velocity at a given location) is referred to as

the intensity based flux hereafter.

3. Results

Three different sets of experiments were performed,410

schematics of which are drawn in Figure 4. The three pa-

rameters are: the height of the NB, the vertical position

of the sink with respect to the NB, and the aspect ratio of

the highway canyon (formed by using an additional NB).

3.1. A pollutant sink performs better on a shorter noise415

barrier

The first case to be investigated was the flow of pollu-

tants towards a NB with the sink mounted flush on top of

it, as illustrated in Figure 4(a). Five different NB heights

were considered, with the ratio between the NB height and420

the sink height varied from 0.85 to 4.27.

The average flow for the cases of the two extremities of

the NB heights are shown in Figure 5(a)-(b). While qual-

itative, the time-averaged velocity vectors and normalized

dye intensity patterns already indicate that a sink on top425

of a shorter NB is expected to perform better aerodynami-

cally. The flow for the taller fence consists of a rather large

upstream separation bubble, causing the incoming flow to

separate at a steeper angle, with respect to the bottom

8



Figure 4: Schematics of the different cases considered in this study. A pollutant sink of fixed dimensions installed on (a) NBs of varying

heights (b) A NB of fixed height but varying vertical elevations of the sink (c) Highway canyons with varying aspect ratios.

surface, which leads not only to a higher angle of the flow430

in front of the sink, but also a larger vertical dispersion

of the dye. This is in line with the expectation that taller

NBs increase the dispersion of pollutants in the vertical

direction (Schulte et al. (2014), Pournazeri & Princevac

(2015)).435

The above trend is also quantified in Figure 5(c) with the

aerodynamic efficiency of the sink decreasing with increas-

ing NB heights. This is attributed to the lower magnitudes

of the horizontal velocity component caused by the higher

flow angles as shown in Figure 5(d)-(e). These higher flow440

angles also contribute to a higher vertical spread of the

dye, i.e. lower dye concentration at the entrance of the

sink, leading to a drop in the aerodynamic efficiencies.

In these plots, the horizontal velocity component is nor-

malized by the maximum horizontal velocity component445

(umax) in the cross-section above the NB (i.e. Region B

in Figure 3) which can vary up to 5% for a set of experi-

ments where only a single parameter is being investigated.

It should be noted that results for the cases with hNB =

2.56hsink and hNB = 4.27hsink are ensemble averages of five450

experimental runs, while the remaining are results from a

single experiment.

Earlier work attempted to estimate the aerodynamic ef-

ficiency of a sink without an actual sink device (resistance)

present in the flow (for example, the numerical simulations455

of Alfonsi et al. (2013)). Experiments here demonstrate

that even though such an approach reveals a similar trend,

the efficiency can be overestimated by up to 10%. This in-

ference was made by recreating the experiments without

the presence of the sink and assuming an imaginary sink460

present on top of the NB when evaluating the aerodynamic

efficiency using Equation (2). However, the addition of a

semi-permeable sink, creates a de facto taller NB lead-

ing to lower horizontal velocity magnitudes and slightly

higher flow angles. While the overall trends are not very465

different, the quantities are. Thus, it is recommended that

experiments include a sink, since it affects the upstream

flow.

3.2. Slightly raising the pollutant sink enhances its aero-

dynamic performance470

Intensity based flux profiles in region B (the region is

shown in Figure 3) from the experiments in Section 3.1

suggested that raising the sink may enhance its aerody-

namic performance. This led to the next set of experi-

ments, whose schematic is illustrated in Figure 4(b). The475

sink was shifted vertically with respect to the NB for

two different NB heights (hNB = 2.56hsink and hNB =

4.27hsink). It should be noted that the cases with hshift

= 0 correspond to results from Section 3.1.

Two cases of raising the sink for a NB with hNB =480

4.27hsink are illustrated in Figure 6(a)-(b). When the sink

is raised only slightly (hshift = 0.10hNB), as in Figure 6(a),

a small gap is formed which is not large enough to let a

lot of dye to escape. Thus, sufficient quantities of dye still

reach the sink inlet. However, it cannot be concluded yet485

whether this elevation aids or afflicts the flow of the pol-

lutants towards the sink, as compared to the case with

9
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Figure 5: Installing a pollutant sink is more effective on shorter NBs. A sink on a shorter NB is exposed to an incoming flow at a smaller

angle with respect to the horizontal, owing to the smaller mean upstream separation bubble which also leads to a smaller vertical dispersion

of the dye. Contours of the time-averaged normalized mean dye intensity and mean velocity vectors are shown for (a) hNB = 0.85 hsink (b)

hNB = 4.27 hsink. The effect of NB height on (c) Aerodynamic efficiency of the sink, (d) Horizontal velocity component at the inlet, (e) Angle

of flow (α) at the inlet, are quantified. and in (c), (d) and (e) mark the mean values, for the respective plot, with and without a sink,

while the vertical error bars represent the standard error on the mean. The case with a sink has the model sink present in the flow whereas

the case without a sink does not have one. The quantities for the latter are thus computed assuming the presence of a hypothetical sink. The

mismatch of results between the two cases imply that without an actual sink, inaccurate predictions of the aerodynamic efficiency may be

made.

no sink elevation. The other extreme where the sink is

displaced by a large distance (hshift = 0.40hNB), like in

Figure 6(b), indicates that the gap formed here, in be-490

tween the sink and the NB top, allows a rather generous

amount of dye to pass, which is undesirable.

The aerodynamic efficiency trends in Figure 6(c) high-

light that slightly elevating the sink is beneficial in enhanc-

ing its aerodynamic performance (a near 10% enhance-495
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Figure 6: Slightly raising the pollutant sink enhances its effectiveness. A twofold increase in the horizontal velocity component aided by a

near 10◦ decrease in the flow angle is a major contributor to this enhancement. Raising the sink too much creates a huge gap between the NB

and the sink allowing a generous amount of dye to escape. Contours and vectors present, respectively, the time-averaged normalized mean

dye intensity and the mean velocity vectors for hNB = 4.27 hsink and (a) hshift = 0.10 hNB (b) hshift = 0.40 hNB. The vertical elevation of

the sink is shown to affect the (c) Aerodynamic efficiency of the sink, (d) Horizontal velocity component at the inlet, (e) Angle of flow (α) at

the inlet. and in (c), (d) and (e) are the mean values for the respective plot for hNB = 4.27 hsink and hNB = 2.56 hsink, respectively,

while the vertical error bars represent the standard error on the mean.

ment). This is explained by the near twofold rise in the

magnitude of the horizontal velocity component just up-

stream of the sink, aided by a 10◦ drop in the flow an-

gle (which contributes a factor of 1.4 increase in the hor-

izontal velocity component) as illustrated in Figure 6(d)-500

(e). The remaining increase in the horizontal velocity up-

stream of the sink may be attributed to elevating the sink

in the ABL, whereby it is placed in a region with a higher

horizontal velocity. Further raising the sink causes the

horizontal velocity to increase even more. However, the505
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dye concentration decreases, which again reduces the ef-

ficiency, leading to an optimum elevation. A similar set

of experiments were also performed with a NB with hNB

= 2.56hsink, and the results confirm that a slight verti-

cal elevation of the sink is beneficial for its aerodynamic510

performance.

3.3. Installing a pollutant sink in a canyon must be done

with care

The findings of Oke (1988) on the sensitivity of flow

regimes to street canyon aspect ratios led to the next set515

of experiments. A ‘highway canyon’ was formed by adding

a NB upstream of the line source in a manner that the line

source was placed exactly in between the two NBs.

A major difference between the typical ‘street canyon’

often formed by cubical blocks and the ‘highway canyon’,520

illustrated in Figure 4(c), is that the upstream NB here is

the first roughness element encountered by the flow. Typ-

ical studies of street canyons immersed in an ABL include

several upstream roughness elements over which the flow

develops. In addition, the roughness elements here are525

much thinner.

The dispersion of the dye for four different canyon aspect

ratios is illustrated in Figure 7(a),(c)-(e). All four cases

have in common, a shear layer detaching from the top of

the upstream NB and reattaching downstream. The down-530

stream distance of the reattachment point is expected to be

proportional to the NB height. The first case considered is

the canyon with the lowest aspect ratio (ARcanyon = 0.84).

It is expected that for such a low aspect ratio canyon, the

reattachment point of the separated shear layer lies fur-535

ther downstream of the downstream NB (outside of the

field of view). For the low aspect ratio canyon, the down-

stream NB lies in this region of reverse flow associated

with the flow separated from the upstream NB. The re-

verse flow in the wake of the upstream NB approaches the540

downstream NB and re-enters the highway canyon via the

semi-permeable pollutant sink. This reverse flow through

the pollutant sink induces a weak counterclockwise circula-

tion region in the canyon. When the dye is released from

the line source, it would follow the recirculation in the545

canyon, and is driven away from the sink by the reverse

flow through and over the sink. Under such conditions,

the pollutant sink is expected to be useless. To solve this

problem, an experiment with the sink raised above the de-

tached shear layer (hshift = 0.30hNB) was performed. No550

major changes in the flow regime were observed, as can

be seen in Figure 7(b), with the exception of a relatively

stronger counterclockwise circulation region in the canyon.

This may be attributed to a negative wall-normal velocity

component near the gap formed between the sink and the555

NB top. In this case, a larger amount of the dye reaches

the sink inlet, and thus, elevating the sink is advisable un-

der such canyon configurations. A canyon with a slightly

higher aspect ratio (ARcanyon = 1.41) did not show any

change in the flow regime, with backward flow through560

the sink, a weak counterclockwise flow in the canyon and

the dye escaping the canyon over the sink. In this canyon

too, raising the sink by an appropriate amount, so as to

intercept the shear layer, would be beneficial.

On the other end of the spectrum, for the canyon with565

the highest aspect ratio (ARcanyon = 4.17), the shear layer

detaching from the upstream NB does not pass over the

top of the downstream NB, and two circulating regions

are formed: A strong clockwise circulation region just up-

stream of the downstream NB, which drives the dye to-570

wards the sink entrance and a weak counterclockwise cir-

culation just downstream of the upstream NB, which has a

negative effect in driving the dye out of the canyon. Thus,

in this case, the sink is effective as opposed to the canyons

with low aspect ratios.575

The last case considered was that of a canyon with an in-

termediate aspect ratio (ARcanyon = 2.08). The detached

shear layer here is intercepted by the sink, which also in-

duces a single, strong clockwise circulation region which

drives a large amount of dye into the sink. However, an580
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Figure 7: The flow regime in an isolated highway canyon is dependent on the canyon geometry. Contours of the time-averaged normalized

mean dye intensity and mean velocity vectors are shown for cases with a pollutant sink installed in canyon with (a) ARcanyon = 0.84 (b)

ARcanyon = 0.84 and hshift = 0.3hNB (c) ARcanyon = 1.41 (d) ARcanyon = 4.17 (e) ARcanyon = 2.08. (f) Velocity vectors when the sink is

removed from the canyon with ARcanyon = 2.08.
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experiment for the same canyon geometry minus the sink,

illustrated in Figure 7(f), showed that the region imme-

diately above the downstream NB has reverse flow. This

means that flow regime changes in the canyon can not only

brought up by the change in the canyon aspect ratio, but585

also by the addition/removal of a sink.

3.4. Caveats

The experiments performed, and hence the results ob-

tained, pertain to a very simplistic geometry. Pollutant

sinks are eventually meant to be installed along real high-590

ways, and reality offers a lot more complications as com-

pared to the simplified model considered here. The un-

certainties surrounding the experiment as well as the non

ideal scenarios existing by real highways are discussed be-

low.595

In the current experiments, the geometry was two-

dimensional such that the velocity and scalar statistics are

homogeneous along the NB, as would approximately be the

case along extended stretches of a highway. However, ac-

tual NB geometries can be three-dimensional. Numerical600

simulations (Steffens et al. (2013), Hagler et al. (2011)),

laboratory measurements (Steffens et al. (2014)) as well as

field measurements (Baldauf et al. (2008)) have noted the

presence of an edge effect where the flow (i.e. the pollu-

tants) meanders about the edge, which would afflict the605

aerodynamic efficiency of the sink. Another major simpli-

fication in the current study is the cross-wind situation,

with the wind being perpendicular to the highway.

The fluorescent dye used in the experiments simulates

the flow of an inert pollutant which follows the fluid flow610

very accurately. However, as introduced earlier, there ex-

ists a variation in the sizes of PM, each with different fluid

tracing properties, which may raise the question about the

applicability of the current results to actual scenarios. The

Stokes number (i.e. the particle response time relative to615

the time scale of the flow) is about 0.002 for a particle with

a diameter of 10 µm, density of 2600 kg/m3 suspended in

wind blowing at 10 m/s, around a 5 m tall NB. Note that

the mentioned Stokes number is based on the time scale

for the fluid to pass the NB, and not the kolmogorov time620

scale. This is justifiable because the current study is not

concerned with the small-scale dynamics of the particle.

Based on the small Stokes number (< 0.1), it can be said

that the particle motion closely follows that of the fluid,

similar to the dye. Hence, the results from the current dye625

experiments can be considered representative for PM10.

The Stokes number for PM2.5 and PM0.1 are even smaller

such that these particles are expected to faithfully follow

the small-scale motions too. Thus, the results from the

current study would be equally applicable to these parti-630

cles as well.

One restriction of the current experiments is the study

being performed under a neutral ABL. However, it is likely

that the pollutant sink would operate also under stable and

unstable ABLs, which would change the results. For exam-635

ple, under non-neutral atmospheric conditions, the shape

of turbulent eddies is elliptical, i.e. the dispersion of pollu-

tants is expected to be anisotropic (Stull (2016)). Besides

these, the ABL velocity profiles are markedly different.

Under unstable conditions, the pollutants will have extra640

turbulent energy in the vertical direction and thus, more

propensity to escape the sink, while under stable condi-

tions, the turbulent energy in the vertical direction would

be suppressed, enhancing the sinks aerodynamic perfor-

mance. Similarly, semi-empirical models have demon-645

strated that under very stable conditions, the effect of the

NB persists to larger downwind distances as compared to

neutral and unstable conditions (Schulte et al. (2014)).

The source of pollutants in the current investigation is

that released by vehicles, which are also the fastest mov-650

ing objects on the road. While the turbulence induced by

the vehicles is neglected here, under really calm conditions

(on-road wind speed ≤ 1 m/s), it is expected to start play-

ing a major role, as asserted by Eskridge & Rao (1986).

Laboratory experiments demonstrated that turbulence in-655
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duced by two-way traffic along the highway causes addi-

tional diffusion of pollutants (Kastner-Klein et al. (2001)),

which is expected to cause a drop in the aerodynamic per-

formance of the pollutant sink. However, one way traffic

is expected to drive the pollutants along the highway and660

not significantly affect the aerodynamic performance of

the sink. Similarly, increased traffic velocity and density

is expected to enhance the turbulent diffusion of the pollu-

tants (Kastner-Klein et al. (2000)) and decrease the sink’s

aerodynamic performance.665

The presence of vegetation around the highway too is

expected to affect the pollutant dispersion - not only the

aerodynamics, but also acting as a natural sink itself (Jan-

häll (2015), Gromke & Ruck (2007)). Depending on the

size and placement of vegetation, they can either enhance670

or inhibit the aerodynamic performance of the sink, and

their effect should be understood in a case by case basis.

In addition, the current study has disregarded the pres-

ence and influence of upstream and downstream urban ar-

eas. Upstream roughness elements would disrupt the in-675

coming ABL and thus, the flow over the highway would

be affected as well. While downstream roughness elements

are not expected to influence flow near the highway much,

it is possible that for the highway canyons with the low

aspect ratios (ARcanyon = 0.84 and ARcanyon = 1.41),680

the downstream objects may affect the reattaching shear

layer and the subsequent backward flow through the semi-

permeable pollutant sink.

Besides the aerodynamic efficiencies, the scaled down

PIV and LIF experiments are also capable of providing685

flow statistics at the sink inlet. Since it is possible that

the collection/treatment efficiency of the sink is a function

of the incoming flow velocity, the incoming flow velocity

can also provide an estimate for the collection/treatment

efficiency. Similarly, the flow angle can provide an in-690

dicator for the optimal placement of the sink. Aligning

the inlet cross-section area of the sink perpendicular to

the incoming flow is expected to enhance the aerodynamic

efficiency of the sink. Nevertheless, tilting the sink can

also strongly affect the pollution dispersion, based on the695

results of street canyon flows with varying roof shapes

(Huang et al. (2009), Yassin (2011), Takano & Moonen

(2013)).

Owing to these uncertainties, it is highly recommended

that field tests also be employed prior to large-scale in-700

stallation, in order to be fully confident about their effec-

tiveness. Nevertheless, the scaled-down experiments from

the current study already provide important indications

on the optimal positioning and orientation of these sinks.

4. Conclusions705

The optimal installation location of the air pollutant

sinks atop NBs adjacent to highways has been looked into,

via scaled down experiments. The quantity ‘aerodynamic

efficiency’ was defined to evaluate the aerodynamic per-

formance of the pollutant sink. The major findings of this710

study are summarized below:

• Installing a pollutant sink (with fixed dimensions)

flush on top of a shorter NB is found to be more ef-

fective than on taller NBs. This is attributed to the

presence of a rather large mean separation bubble up-715

stream of the taller NBs, which leads to larger vertical

dispersion of the dye.

• A slight vertical elevation of the sink from the top of

the NB is beneficial to its aerodynamic performance.

This slight elevation leads to a twofold increase in720

the horizontal velocity component, while the small

gap between the NB and the sink only allows a small

amount of the passive scalar to escape.

• The flow regimes in a highway canyon (two NBs

placed in symmetrically opposite location with respect725

to the line source) is dependent on the canyon as-

pect ratio (ratio between canyon width and canyon

height). For low aspect ratio canyons, backward flow
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through the semi-permeable sink is observed. In such

configurations, the sink effectively tackles pollutants730

arising downstream of the highway instead of those

arising from the highway, which is undesirable. In

such cases, the solution involves raising the sink to

the same height as the shear layer separating from

the upstream NB. For higher canyon aspect ratios, the735

sink is effective when installed atop the nb. It is also

observed that, for certain intermediate canyon aspect

ratios, the addition of a sink affects the flow regime

by raising the effective height of the downstream NB.

Thus, the flow regimes must be considered prior to740

the installation of sinks.

Furthermore, it is possible to determine the flow magni-

tude and angle at the inlet of the sink. For certain sinks,

the incoming velocity of the pollutant is important in de-

termining the collection efficiency (pollutant collected by745

the device relative to the amount of pollution entering the

device).

The flow angle can give an indication for the optimal

orientation of the sink inlet. By aligning the inlet with the

incoming flow, the effective cross-section area of the inlet is750

increased, allowing for a higher passage of the pollutants.
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